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VOLUNTEER FOR US!
WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS ARE
WELCOME TO OUR ASSIGNMENT MEETINGS
EVERY MONDAY AT 7 P.M. IN THE CAMPION
BASEMENT.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE
VOLUNTEERING, CONTACT US AT
EDITOR@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
LIKE AND FOLLOW US ON
FACEBOOK:
THE SEATTLE
UNIVERSITY SPECTATOR
INSTAGRAM:
@SEATTLESPECTATOR
TWITTER:
@SU_SPECTATOR
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EGYPTIAN MOSQUE TARGETED IN DEADLY
TERROR ATTACK-Over 300 people were killed
and at least 100 were wounded on Nov. 24 in a
large-scale terrorist attack at a mosque in Bir
al-Abed, Egypt. The attackers arrived in a large
group, bombed the mosque and then opened
fire on the crowds attempting to flee the scene.
It is the deadliest terrorist attack in the Sinai
Peninsula to date. While no group has taken
credit for the attack, the Egyptian government
has stated that the attackers were carrying the
flag of the Islamic State. The attack took place
in Egypt’s Sinai peninsula, a region in which
the Sinai Province branch of Islamic State in
particular causes instability. The Sinai Province
group had previously claimed credit for the 2015
bombing of a Russian passenger plane that killed
224. In response to Fridays attack the Egyptian
government launched airstrikes against the group
in the peninsula.
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON HUSKIES WIN
THE APPLE CUP—The University of Washington
Huskies hosted and defeated the Washington
State Cougars 41-14 in the Apple Cup on Nov.
25. The University of Washington has dominated
the annual rivalry game recently, as the UW has
won for the fifth year in a row. WSU entered the
game ranked fourteenth in the nation—one spot
ahead of the UW. Prior to their loss, WSU had
an in-conference record of 6-2, and a win over
the Huskies would have sent them to the PAC-
12 Championship game. The Huskies themselves
were not in position to get to the PAC-12
Championship regardless of the result ofthe game
but played spoiler by winning. However, due to
their loss, Stanford University will advance to the
Championship to face the University of Southern
California. UW running back, Myles Gaskin,
had a breakout game rushing for 192 yards and
scoring four touchdowns. WSU quarterback
Luke Falk had a less productive game, throwing
three interceptions and fumbling once in the
27-point blowout.
NEWS
FCC BEGINS PROCESS TO ROLL BACK NET
NEUTRALITY REGULATIONS-The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) chairman
Ajit Pai unveiled a plan on Nov. 21 to roll back
Obama-era net neutrality regulations on internet
access. The FCC will hold a vote on the plan on
Dec. 14, where it is currently expected to pass
withRepublicans holding a three to two majority
over Democrats on the commision. The current
regulations, which passed in 2015, prohibit
internet service providers from blocking or
slowing down access to websites and require that
internet service providers treat and deliver all
types of data equally. Internet service providers
claim that the FCC’s proposed deregulation
will allow them to offer consumers a wider
variety of internet services and that it will spur
investment. Opponents of deregulation include
major internet-based companies such as Amazon,
Facebook and Google. These companies fear that
without the current regulations, internet service
providers could block their websites or slow them
down unless they are willing to pay for fast access.
Millions of Americans have voiced concern over
net neutrality and having open and equal access
to all aspects of the internet.
POLITICIANS AND CELEBRITIES ACCUSED OF
SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND ASSAULT-in the
wake of the accusations of sexual assault and
harassment leveled against Harvey Weinstein,
many others in the entertainment and other
industries have been accused of sexual
misconduct. Democratic Congressman John
Conyers Jr. has stepped down from the House
JudiciaryCommittee while he undergoes an ethics
investigation. Conyers was accused of sexually
harassing female staffers although he has denied
the allegations. Charlie Rose, host of the “Charlie
Rose” show, co-host of
“
CBS This Morning” and
a correspondent for “60 Minutes,” was accused of
sexual harassment. The PBS and CBS broadcaster
both apologized for and denied the accusations.
PBS cancelled the “Charlie Rose” show and CBS
fired Rose after the allegations came to light.
Minn. Sen. A1 Franken has also been accused of
sexual assault and harassment, and he has denied
that they occurred.
CHARLES MANSON DEAD AT 83—Charles
Manson died on Nov. 19 at age 83 at a hospital in
Bakersfield, Calif. Manson was a notorious mass
murderer and leader of the Manson family cult.
In Aug. 1969 Manson sent four members of his
cult to actress Sharon Tates Los Angeles home
where they murdered her and four others. The
following night, Manson and these same cult-
membersmurdered a couple in theirhome in Los
Angeles. The murders went unsolved until one of
the fourwomen involved, Susan Atkins, was in jail
on unrelated charges and was overheard talking
about the murders. Manson and three of the
women were convicted while the fourth agreed
to testify against the others to gain immunity.
Manson and the three convicted women were
initially sentenced to death, but in 1972 the
California Supreme Court ruled the death penalty
unconstitutional, and thus theywere sentenced to
life in prison.
FORMER BOSNIAN SERB GENERAL CONVICTED
OF COMMITTING GENOCIDE—Ratko Mladic,
an army general during the Bosnian war, was
convicted of genocide, war crimes and crimes
against humanityby the UnitedNations war crimes
tribunal on Nov. 22. Mladic went into hiding and
in his absence was indictedby the United Nations
tribunal but evaded capture until he was found
in 2011 hiding near the Serbia-Romania border.
The Bosnian War began in 1992 when Bosnia
declared independence from Yugoslavia. Bosnian
Serb and Yugoslav army forces fought against
the Bosnian Muslim and Croatian forces who
supported independence. The conflict resulted
in the deaths of over 100,000 people, many of
whom were civilians and with 80 percent of the
casualties being Bosnian Muslims. Mladic led the
Bosnian Serb army through the war and routinely
killed civilians. He was responsible for the siege
of Sarajevo, a military campaign that claimed
over 10,000 lives, in which he routinely ordered
the bombardment and attack of civilian targets.
He was also responsible for mass executions,
including the massacre at Srebrenica where over
7,000 Bosnian Muslims were killed.
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A protestorholds a sign at the Black Lives Matterprotest infront ofMacy’s during
a holiday celebration on Black Friday.
DEMONSTRATORS GATHER DOWNTOWN FOR BLACK FRIDAY PROTEST
Quinn Ferrar
Staff Writer
Hundreds of Black Lives Matter
demonstrators gathered downtown
near Westlake Center on Nov. 24 for
a planned protest. This is the fourth
year in a row the rally has been held
on Black Friday, a day normally
associated with hordes of shoppers
eager for holiday sales, providing a
large platform for activists to rebrand
Black Friday.
“We co-opted Black Friday and
made it Black Lives Matter Friday,”
Black Freedom Front leader and rally
organizer Mohawk Kuzman said.
“People value shopping more than
peoples lives, especiallyblack lives.”
Demonstrators met at Westlake
Center and marched peacefully down
Pine Street, chanting phrases such
as “Black lives not Black Friday.” The
protesters attempted to head down
Steward towardsPike Market, but were
diverted by police and marched back
to Westlake where they locked arms to
form a human chain that blocked the
South entrance to the mall.
“I got invited to the event by a
friend and saw that there were over
10,000 people expressing interest on
Facebook, so I expected more than
the few hundred who showed up,” said
Seattle University Communication
and Media major Lahela Howell,
who was surprised at the turnout
compared to previous years. “I was
also surprised by the lack of diversity
in the crowd,which was mosdywhite.
Police brutality and the lack of justice
for [African Americans] needs our
attention, and interrupting business-
as-usual Black Friday shopping is a
good wayto spread awareness.”
One explanation for thelow turnout
could be a post by Seattle Black Book
Club, urging Black Lives Matter
organizers not to work with Mohawk
Kuzman,also known as Miles
Partman, who has been accused of
making misogynistic threats towards
women in previous demonstrations.
Black Lives Matter groups also asked
community members not to donate
money to the Black Freedom Front
and emphasized the important role
that women play in the founding and
propagation of the Black Lives Matter
Movement, which they see as actively
ignored by Kuzman.
Sociology and Biology major
Nicolas Cruz said the questions and
concerns surrounding Kuzman made
him - decide to focus his energies
toward other campaigns organized
by community organizations such
as Ending the Prison Industrial
Complex (EPIC) and Youth Undoing
Institutional Racism (YUIR), both of
which have been involved in the No
New Youth Jail campaign.
Cruz is involved with many racial
and environmental justice clubs on
campus, having organized affinity
groups last year—small autonomous
teams used for direct action in last
years Black Friday protest. He and
his colleagues helped train these
groups in protest etiquette and safety
measures. Protesters clashed with
police in riot gear after attempting to
enter Westlake Center last year, but
the march was mostly peaceful.
“The yearly protest began as a wayto
bring awareness...as well as challenge
those withthe privilege to shop, rather
than mourn their loved ones’ deathsat
the hands of the police, to stop and
think about the reality people face,”
Cruz said.
Police brutality has been the
focus of Black Lives Matter since its
inception in 2013. The movement
has and still actively works to resist
the rising violence inflicted upon the
black communityby law enforcement.
From the acquittal of the security
guard who shot and killed black high
school student Trayvon Martin, to the
two Seattle Police officers who are still
on the force after shooting Charleena
Lyles, a pregnant African American
mother who died last June, there have
been many tragedies that have further
fueled the Black Lives Matter mission
in Seattle. Many protesters on Friday
chanted “Justice for Charleena” in
response to Lyles’ murder.
The movement has become
widespread in Seattle, with support,
from high school teachers who wore
Black Lives Matter t-shirts to call
attention to racial inequity in the
education system, Seahawks players
like Michael Bennett whose brother
is a BLM organizer, and politicians
like former mayoral candidate Nikkita
Oliver, a local BLM organizer.
Demonstrators chanted while
Seattle Police Department officers
stoodbetween them and the shopping
center doors to prevent them from
entering. Some shoppers high-
fived demonstrators and expressed
sympathy with the cause, while others
who were forced to navigate through
the crowd seemed to be annoyed by
the inconvenience.
The protest eventually began to
disperse once families filled the
park outside of Westlake Center to
watch the annual lighting of Seattle’s
Christmas tree.
Even with the turnout on Friday
NOVEMBER 29,2017
being smaller than expected, the
message of the movement remained
clear. The protest next year is expected
to be held on Black Friday once again.
Quinn may be reached at
qferrar@su-spectator.com
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SURVIVOR SUPPORT NETWORK FOSTERS EDUCATION FOR ALLIES
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
At the first Seattle University Survivor
Support Network (SSN) panel of the
year on Nov. 17, panelists discussed
their experiences of sexual assault
and domestic violence and answered
questions according to their expertise
and thoughts.
The panel was organized to be open
and a safe space for survivors, victims
and allies to receive advice, share
understandings and become more
educated on sexual assault and the
many forms it can take.
“I think the number one thing that
we were trying to advocate for [with]
this panel was basically informing
people of the aspects of sexual assault
that they don’t usually getto hear,” said
Marthadina Russell, vice president
and vice chair ofthe SSN.
Russell said that the panel was
for both survivors and for allies.
She said she hopes that it will give
survivors affirmation on their
experiences and give allies exposure
to topics that are not always covered in
everyday conversations.
“
[Allies] want to help and they’re not
sure how, and this panel... expresses
how we feel and the aspects thataren’t
always covered. It answers some of the
questions that the allies have and we’re
here to dispel that feeling of tiptoeing
and at least provide some sort of
guide,” Russell said.
The panel was the first of the
three other panels that will focus on
specific topics surrounding sexual
violence. SSN was created last year,
and it has continued on with new
leaders this year after the previous
leaders graduated.
“We’re a coalition of students
creating safe spaces for other survivors
in order to feel heard, understood and
to also address problems nationally
that need to be addressed and have a
conversation about them,” said Ashley
Vera, co-president of SSN.
Club meetings occur on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. in Loyola
400, where members pick a topic for
that meeting and share their opinions
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and thoughts on the topic and then
discuss the highs and lows of their
week. While some meetings are open
to both survivors and allies, others are
reserved for survivors only.
“At the end of the meeting we do
meditation for about three to five
minutes,” Vera said. “It involves a lot
ofmindfulness activities so it’s not just
sitting there and listening to music
and breathing. A lot of the activities
are about being in the relationship
with your body and otherpeople.”
The meetings are meant to provide a
space for people to have a place where
they can talk about how their week
has been.
“It’s almost just like a hangout but
with the safety and security in mind
that if something in public life is
uncomfortable to speak about, this is
a place where you can talk about those
things,” Russell said. “The intention
is already there [and] the intensity of
that topic being approached is already
there so it doesn’t feel uncomfortable
to talk about it.”
Members urge allies to make the
first step and come to future panels to
hear stories from survivors and be an
active listener.
“Taking a timeout to at least
research it makes a big difference
and making sure that you don’t force
someone to share their story,” Vera
said. “Make sure they’re choosing
to share something with you and be
mindful of that.”
Vera said that mindfulness is
something she constantly advocates
to practice in anykind of relationship.
She also said it is especially important
when others are in a relationship
with someone that they know has
experienced trauma.
At the panel, some topics that were
discussed by panelists and audience
members included denial after their
experience, their experiences with
filing reports of their cases and on-
campus and off-campus resources for
survivors. They also addressed ending
the stigma surrounding asking for help
and being aware of not accidentally
triggering those suffering from Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder as a result
of their experiences.
The panelists also stressed the
importance of allies actively staying
educated in order to be a better
supporter of others.
“The right thing is to continue to
learn and to take that knowledge and
actually apply it. So you’ve heard these
stories and you hear something that’s
not quite right look into it and be an
advocate.” Russell said.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
FOOD JUSTICE TEACH-IN SETS TONE FOR FUTURE TALKS
Hunter Uechi
Staff Writer
The Department of Anthropology,
Sociology and Social Work (ASSW)
started their year-long series of Social
Justice Teach-Ins with their event on
Tuesday called “Working Towards
Food Justice.”
Zoe Sexton, one of the student
organizers for the opening event, said
that the department decided to host
these teach-ins in response to the
current government administration
and a desire to take action.
“Rather than be paralyzed by grief,
fear or anger we can respond in a way
that gives the community of students,
professors and professionals the
platform to come together and have
equal voice,” she said.
One ofthe primary objectives of the
ASSW organizers was to ensure that
they approached the needs of their
communityby reaching out and giving
people who make up that community
a platform to articulate their needs.
“The paradigm is different,” Sexton
said. “We are not having professors
teaching, we are having a collection
of academia and those marginalized
being able to create solutions together,
inform one another, inspire one
another and understand how to best
respond to injustice.”
To spark conversations about the
night s topic, poster papers were hung
around the room, prompting the
attendees with the question, “What
does food justice mean to you?”
Students and faculty made their way
around the room filling up each paper
with notes like “purchase responsibly”
and “everyone has access to
healthy food.”
Guest speaker Veronica Fincher
from City of Seattle Waste Reduction,
said that food justice is important
because it impacts health and the
environment. When resources are
wasted and food is thrown away, it
creates more waste and pollution
and increases the amount of
greenhouse gases.
The teach-in was structured as a
sequence of small group discussions.
Each table formed a small group and
was led through a different topicabout
food justice by guest speakers. These
speakers included Fincher, Laura
Titzer from Northwest Harvest and
Kia Torres, a community memberwho
provided insight on food insecurity.
Torres has been able to combat
the food injustices she has faced in
her own life by being proactive and
figuring out ways to create meals for
herself that are not only healthy and
sustainable, but also budget friendly.
She has learned to grow her own
organic vegetables within the comfort
of her home.
“I learned on the internet,” Torres
said, “Some dude named Bob
taught me how to grow garlic in the
windowsill. I can grow enough sprouts
for a romaine salad in about four days,
but I would not have known if I had
not done it.”
Torres’s work in her community
expanded from actions she took in her
own life when she was hungry and did
not have any money. Currently, she
uses her skills to build connections
between stores and people with excess
food to homeless shelters, to teach
the homeless how to store food and
to ensure that the resource guides
distributed tohomeless are up to date.
Something thatTorres encouragedin
her group discussion was community-
based living. She emphasized that this
lifestyle can be as simple as talking
to neighbors, getting to know their
needs, articulating your own and
being able to work together to meet
those collective needs.
Right now, Sexton strives toward a
community-based lifestyle through
her food exchanges and purchase
coordination with her neighbors.
She and her neighbors have created
a community that shares with
each other.
“If I know my neighbor is sick, I
can take $1 worth of resources and
create him a little custom [soup],”
Sexton said. “I know he is going to eat
something that is not only going to
feed his body, but it is going to feed
his spirit by someone bringing him
something custom made.”
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Executive Chef of Bon Appetite Christine Keff explains Seattle Us practices in
shoppingfor sustainable seafood.
Sophomore Social Work major
Emma Roke said that she felt
encouraged to continue to integrate
food justice into her everyday life
through the simplicity and communal
aspect of Torres’s food journey. Roke
plans on applying her new knowledge
about food injustices to her own life by
living out her meaning of food justice.
“Food justice means that everyone
has access to healthy food that is
procured and grown in ahumane way,”
she said. “There should be kindness in
our food production and kindness in
the way we give food so that everyone
has an equal chance to put what they
need in theirbodies.”
Roke also plans on attending the
four remaining Social Justice Teach-
Ins for the school year which include
“Student Advocacyand Activism” and
“Welfare and Economic Inequality.”
“All the topics that [the department
NOVEMBER 29,2017
of ASSW] picked are topics that are
not talked about enough,” she said.
“Sometimes we think that we know
something about a topic but going
into an intensive learning situation,
you learn so much about what you can
do and it gets your thoughts going.”
Huntermay be reached at
huechi@su-spectator.com
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NARRATIVES OF CHANGING PLACES: TEDXSEATTLE 2017
Rania Kaur
Volunteer Writer
A violin rock concert, a professor
“Calling Bullshit,” a fashion show
and Native American chants all
highlighted this years TEDxSeattle
“Changing Places.”
TED, which stands for Technology,
Education and Design, started
recording its famed TED talks in 1984.
Attending one of the four official
TED conferences has become harder
due to the scarcity and the demand of
attendees, but TEDx conferences are
much more easily accessible.Although
they are independently owned, Seattle
puts on a yearly TEDx conference at
McCaw Hall. This years topic was
“Changing Places.”
Under the overarching theme
of “Changing Places” were four
subthemes for each of the sessions:
“Changing the Game,” “Changing the
Future,” “Changing the Intolerable”
and “Changing the Human Spirit.”
“Changing Places came about
because of what was happening in our
nation today and focusing specifically
in Seattle,” said Elizabeth Coppinger,
Executive Director and Curator for
TEDxSeattle. “TED subthemes and
the speakers that represent them are
supposed to represent the emotional
arc the of the day. The end is changing
yourself as a person after seeing how
others are changing the world in
the beginning.”
Speakers in “Changing the
LOGO COURTESY OF TEDX
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Game” included Jevin West, a data
science professor at the University
of Washington and self-proclaimed
“bullshit fighter,” responsible for
creating the viral “Calling Bullshit”
course offered at the university.
“To be sophisticated bullshit-
callers, we have to call bullshit on
our own side, on our own yard,” West
said to the attendees. “We have to be
bullshit-neutral.”
West gave lessons to become a
sophisticated “bullshit-caller.” Thanks
to all of the data that is shared across
social media, West advised audience
members to read beyond news
headlines. To achieve this, bullshit-
callers think more and share less.
Since emotions sway the ability to
think logically, West also suggests to
be wary of emotional hooks. Even
though scientific data are reliable
sources, axes manipulation of graphs
can change the meaning entirely. By
using proper judgement and being
more aware, anyone can see through
the bullshit and find the truth.
A high school senior, Aji Piper,
also spoke at the conference. In 2014,
Piper sued the Washington State
Department of Ecology with seven of
his peers, demanding thatWashington
state use science to mitigate
climate change.
Even though Piper and his peers
won, he expressed frustration that
the ruling in Washington spawned
little change.
“We got a super strong ruling for
our judge and nothing happened”
Piper said. Piper will continue the
fight and is currently one of the 21
other plaintiffs suing the United States
Government in a Landmark U.S.
Federal Climate Lawsuit because “my
future was at stake and planting trees
isn’t enough.”
In “Changing the Future,” we heard
from Charlie Swan who, as a UW
undergraduate, co-founded Pacific
Hyperloop. Hyperloops are networks
designed to transport people and
freight at 700mph between cities via a
frictionless sealed pod system.
Patty Haven Fleischmann, founder
of Stolen Youth and Ava Holmes, co-
founder of Fashion for Conservation
spoke in “Changing the Intolerable”.
To stop child trafficking at its core,
Fleischmann co-founded the Stolen
Youth Coalition. The Stolen Youth
Coalition has used a multitude of
ways to stop child sex trafficking,
including confusing and distracting
sex traffickers using Chatbots and
targeting traffickers using online ads
that, when clicked, lead to resources
to go for help.
Holmes tackled the “intolerable”
from an angle of responsible
consumption. Though fashion can
be notorious for its waste, Holmes
found a way to marry her passions
for fashion and naturalism by starting
her own fashion label with a focus on
environmental justice. Fashion for
Conservation is designed using only
conservative, eco-friendly materials.
At the end of her talk, she surprised
the audience with a runway walk
showcasing her latest designs inspired
by the African wilderness.
Holmes grew up running around
withbare feet, and even today she calls
anywhere in nature her home. “This to
me,” Holmes proclaimed, “is fashion
with integrity.”
The last session, “Changing the
Human Spirit,” showcased Northwest
Tap Connection,who wereresponsible
for the viral YouTube video titled,
“HellYouTalmBout.” which was
created to heighten awareness about
black individuals killed by police.
NorthwestTap Connectionperformed
on the TEDx stage.
“This piece was derived to give them
something to fight back with,” the
dancers said as youth members were
performing. “Hopefully, it gives back
your future to your face.”
With so many changes happening,
TEDxSeattle proved that being a
part of any change has no age limit,
can cross any field of study and is
happening in Seattle. Whether the
change is good or bad, it’s only limited
by the individual that wants to stand
up and fight for it or against it.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
STRIVING FOR GENDER JUSTICE ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
Over the course of the last couple
weeks, Seattle University has hosted
several events focused on issues
and oppression faced by LGBTQ+
individuals around the world as well
as celebrating the rights and lives of
these folks. Students gathered on Nov.
16 for a Queer People ofFaith Brunch,
and on Nov. 20, when a vigil was
held for International Transgender
Day of Remembrance.
After introductions at the Queer
People of Faith Brunch, students
discussed what helped them to feel
divine presence. The discussion was
not limited to religion and spirituality
as one student who identified as
a “raging atheist” described their
passion for dancing. Others talked
about feeling a connection to nature,
the joyofa good hug and small acts of
kindness and human connection. One
common theme was the importance
of allowing vulnerability and creating
inclusive and supportive spaces.
“You can hope for a creative, tender
and loving space but you can’t make
that happen. These people created that
space” said Marilyn Nash, a Campus
Minister for Ignatian Spirituality,
who helped coordinate the brunch.
The room was full of smiling faces,
laughter and conversation.
“This felt like just the tip of what is
possible,” said Nash. She hopes that
similar events will be able to happen
in the future since the brunch was
so successful. A few days after the
brunch, the focus switched from
individual experiences and struggles
of Seattle U students to the broader
scale of folks around the world.
Nov. 20 was International
Transgender Day of Remembrance,
and a group of students gathered on
campus by the reflection pool outside
the Chapel of St. Ignatius. The rain was
pouring down and heads were turned
downward as the melodic strumming
of a guitar resonated through the air.
After this, the names ofthe24 known
transgender individuals who had been
murdered in the last year were read
aloud. Three of these individuals were
teenagers, and a large portion were
women of color. Many of the victims
experienced an intersection ofracism,
sexism, homophobia and transphobia,
which led to many of these
hate crimes.
The bell at the chapel rang 24 times to
honor these individuals, and with the
rain still pouring down, students set
colorful flowers adrift in thereflection
pool to honor the lives of both the
living and deceased transgender folks
who face oppression and violence.
After the vigil, a group headed to
the student center to sit in the hearth
and have a discussion over warm cups
of tea. The Director of the Gender
Justice Center at Seattle U, Haleema
Bharoocha, was present in the hearth,
and she shared some information
about what the group does.
“The Gender Justice Center is a
student-led organization that provides
emotional, social and tangible support
for women, trans folks and gender-
queer students, especially students
of color, on SU’s campus,” Bharoocha
said. “As a center, we are focusing on
creating a space where anyone can
come to learn about current issues and
ways to resist and to receive support
without facing judgment for not
knowing or not having resources.”
The Gender Justice Center is a great
resource for members of the LGBTQ+
community, but the support shouldn’t
stop here. Everyone can be an ally in
the fight for justice for every member
of the community, even those who
do not identify as LGBTQ+. It can
be hard to balance being supportive
and overstepping boundaries when
trying to be an effective ally to folks
of all backgrounds and identities, but
Bonsell has some advice.
“Don’t ask a trans person a question
you wouldn’t ask a cis person, and be
respectful ofpronouns,” he said. “But if
you do slip up with pronouns, instead
of apologizing 18 million times, just
quickly say sorry and try not to do it
again. You don’t need to make a huge
deal out of it.”
Another important aspect of being a
good ally is to avoid stereotyping and
VANESSA BRIMHALL • THE SPECTATOR
Monday, Nov. 20, is Transgender Day ofRemembrance 2017, a day to honor the
lives that have been lost due to violence against the transgender community.
imposing gender binaries.
“Don’t impose gender binaries on
trans people,” Bonsell said. “A lot
of people grow up forced into these
stereotypes. I grew up as a girl and I
have more feminine interests because
of this, so to expect me to only be
into masculine things is not only
sexist and transphobic, but kind of
stupid because stereotypes about the
perceived binaries aren’t real.”
There may be a long journeyahead,
but students can find hope through
NOVEMBER 29,2017
events such as the Queer people of
Faith Brunch, the Transgender Day
of Remembrance vigil, having honest
discussions with different folks and
striving to be an ally to all.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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WHAT I SHOULD HAVE LEARNED IN COLLEGE
It's that time again listen to the stars as we tell everyone how to survive Sagittarius season.
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THE 10
TOP 10 NEW YEARS
RESOLUTIONS
Leave the country
©Read "Monsterland" byMichael Okon
©Go to the gym. Once‘
Drink more (water)?
Choose a major
O Pet MORE dogs
o Read the Spectator
A
©Have a near-deathexperience
©Become Rudy theRedhawk
o Make your mom proud
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Tfie Nuances of the Modern Attention Span
PHOTOGRAPHY & DESiGMm SAMIRA SHOBEIR
INVESTIGATING THE STUDENT ATTENTION SPAN: TECHNOLOGY & ADHD
Haley Witt
A&E Editor
The iPhone X came out earlier this
month, marking 10 years since the
release of the first iteration of Apple’s
ubiquitous device. Since the beginnings
of smartphones, psychologists have
been interested in studying the effects
of technology on sleep, attention
and stress. Some psychologists are
finding that technology use may be
giving users symptoms that resemble
attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD).
“The more technology that we have,
the more ADHD-like symptoms people
can develop who are not ADHD,”
Seattle-based Adult ADHD Physician
Dr. Angela Heithaus said. “Or, if you
haveADHD, itcan make the symptoms
even worse.”
California-based clinical psychologist
Dr. Lara Honos-Webb said thatforthose
who won’t be diagnosed with ADHD,
her top two alternative explanations
for lack of focus are sleep deprivation
and technology.
“We have worldwide entertainment
and news in the palm of our hands,
which is incredibly distracting. Our
brains did not evolve for this level of
stimulation that is highly addictive,”
Honos-Webb said.
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An episode of the CBS news
magazine “60 Minutes” explored the
impacts of what is being called “brain
hacking,” or the intentional engineering
of phones, apps and social media
to get users hooked. Programmers
and app developers are honing in
on how users experience reward
and pleasure to encourage users to
check their phones more frequently.
This type of brain hacking can
encourage distractibility and prompt
increased stress.
But, if the symptoms are so similar,
how can someone tell if their attention
struggles are attributable to ADHD or
to an alternative explanation?
Self-diagnosis, both false and
correct, can often be traced back to
information from peers or from the
internet. Heithaus thinks that increased
information about ADHD online and
published by media has caused more
of her patients to suspect that their
symptoms are due to ADHD.
“There’s more information about
it, and people will come in having
maybe done some online test. They’ll
come in and say, ‘I scored kind of
high and I went over the symptoms’
and because of tfte awareness and
the access to information people
come in thinking they have ADHD,”
Heithaus said.
Due to the multitude of alternative
explanations and the dangers of
misdiagnosis, Honos-Webb stressed
the importance of a thorough
psychological evaluation.
“No mental disorder should be
diagnosed in 45 minutes, particularly
with something like ADHD,” Honos-
Webb said. “Psychiatrists and
psychologists may say ‘We are only
reimbursed for [..] one session for
diagnosis, so that’s how long I’m going
to take,’ but if you went to your car
repair mechanic and he said ‘I only
get reimbursed to spend one hour to
fix your brakes, but it takes me five
hours,’ What are you going to do?
You’re going to say, ‘Fix my brakes.’”
Honos-Webb said that while a
lengthy evaluation is likely to incur out-
of-pocket costs, misdiagnosis can be
dangerously counterproductive.
“We are talking about the rest of
your life and a diagnosis that you want
to rule out alternative explanations
for," Honos-Webb said. “If you’re
treating someone for ADHD and
what they really are is depressed,
then what you’ve done is you’ve
created a whole new set of problems
for them without actually treating
the depression.”
Seattle University professor of
philosophy Eric Severson has
produced work investigating the
danger of using a medical model to
treat psychological disorders and
illnesses. Severson is concerned
with ways that insurance billing can
confine individuals to specific methods
of treatment.
“In the medical model, you get a
broken leg and there’s a certain amount
of surgeries and therapy that you need,
and insurance can pay for in order to
fix that,” Severson said. “I’m not sure
that we should think about depression
and anxiety in the ways that we think
about depression, anxiety, or a variety
of psychosis or issues like ADHD in
the same way that we would treat an
injury. I think pushing it in that direction
could be more counterproductive
and harmful.”
Severson said that he tries to be
mindful that he teaches students with
varying- attention abilities and tries to
modify his philosophy classes to be a
good fit for the diverse population that
he instructs.
“There was a time that I used a lot of
[PowerPoints and video clips] thinking
it would facilitate the maintenance of
attention,” Severson said. “Instead
I intend to use more stories and
narratives and that seems to be much
more effective than diverting students’
attention from my face or one another’s
faces to screens. I think there’s
much to be learned pedagogically
from studying what helps children
pay attention whether or not they’re
susceptible to a certain diagnosis.”
While Heithaus warned against self-
treatment, she said that it is important
that students continue to monitor their
performance among peers. She said
that when students recognize that
they’re having difficulties, there are
resources and tools for their success.
“Look at your classmates and see
how much effort they’re putting into
doing their work,” Heithaus said. “If
you’re finding that you’re needing to
put in a lot more effort into doing the
same work that your classmates are
doing because your mind seems to
wander a lot more than their mind is
seeming to be wandering, then that
might be a red flag.”
Heithaus said that the next step after
identifying red flags is clinical help, and
sometimes this leads to a professional
diagnosis of ADHD. Some students
who struggle with attention skip clinical
help and begin to use illegal non-
prescribed stimulants.
“For someone without ADHD, it can
make them be more excitable and give
them palpitations, increased blood
pressure, start sweating, become
irritable and anxious,” Heithaus said.
“These are some of the negative side
effects that can very easily happen in
someone without ADHD. For someone
with ADHD it kind of does the opposite
and it is calming allowing them to settle
down and focus."
Scholars contributing to an
academic journal called “Addictive
Behaviors" surveyed 6,962 college
students between the ages of 18-25,
asking them to rate the degree to
which they agreed with the following
statement: “Prescription stimulants will
help people without a prescription get
better grades.”
The survey was distributed to
students from nine different colleges,
including two from the Pacific
Northwest. Of students surveyed, 29
percent agreed that nonmedical use of
prescription stimulants helps students
earn higher grades and 38 percent of
students were unsure.
Of treatments, medicine is not the
only thing that Heithaus suggests. She
said that those who are diagnosed with
ADHD often also suffer from insomnia.
Because the effects of technology can
exacerbate symptoms of ADHD, she
advises her patients not to be on their
devices at least an hour or two before
they want to fall asleep. She also said
that she advocates the use of parental
controls on technology.
“I advise people to use parental
control on their computers so they don’t
end up going places they shouldn’t
be going when they need to work,”
Heithaus said. “I think we’re going to
have to find a lot of ways to limit when
we interact with our technology so that
we don’t get drawn to other things
that deter us from what we need to
be doing.”
Once someone is clinically
diagnosed with ADHD, Hpnos-Webb
said that it is important that they do not
focus on the deficit that comes with the
diagnosis, but instead recognize the
gifts and strengths that they possess.
“You have to start with the ‘gift
approach,”’ Honos-Webb said. “What
are your strengths? What are your
superpowers? Because if you define
yourself as a deficit disorder that’s
basically a recipe for depression
and anxiety.”
Honos-Webb said that people
diagnosed with ADHD are often very
energetic, creative and empathic. She
also said that she talks to patients
about the importance of creating for
themselves an “executive functioning
exoskeleton,” which means finding
ways to use resources to support
areas where people with ADHD
struggle. Honos-Webb mentioned
college accommodations as a type of
environmental support.
For students at Seattle University,
Counseling and Psychological
Services, Learning Assistance
Programs and Disabilities Services
may be useful resources.
Disabilities Services can consult with
students to arrange for distraction-free
testing accommodations, extra time on
tests and note taking support.
To access accommodations and
support through Disabilities Services,
students do not need to have been
diagnosed with a disability. However,
Kim Thompson, senior director
for Disabilities Services, said that
they help students seek medical
and psychological services if they
desire them.
Thompson started her position
this past July. Prior to starting this
position at Seattle U, Thompson
worked at Shoreline Community
College in Student Affairs and in
Disabilities Services.
“The great thing about Seattle U, I
say this coming from the state system
where you had to be diagnosed and
the accommodation was the only thing
that could help you,” Thompson said.
“The wonderful thing that, being new to
Seattle U that I’ve been so impressed
with, is that it’s not just Disabilities
Services that can help the student.”
Haleymay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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NEW CAT CAFE IS THE PURR-FECT SPOT TO UNWIND
Jacqueline Lewis
Staff Writer
A few blocks away from Seattle
University campus on Belmont and
Pine, the new Neko Seattle Cat Cafe
offers a place for cat-lovers of all ages
to relax and interact with some furry
adoptable cats. This cafe experience
has been open for three weeks and
adds a different mix to the coffee and
happy hour choices on Capitol Hill.
Cat cafes are a social and cultural
novelty popular in Japan, and Neko
Seattle draws inspiration from this
Japanese influence. The name itself,
“neko,” is Japanese for cat. The owners,
Corey James and Kaitlin Unsell,
lived abroad in Japan and got their
inspiration for Neko Seattle cafe from
their experiences with cat cafes and
their love for Japanese culture.
Hoping to get acclimated to the
area, Neko Seattle opened its doors for
a soft opening lastmonth.
“We ended up having about 500
reservations our first weekend,
which was crazy but very exciting,”
James said.
Since then, a steady surge ofpeople
have continued to book reservations
for the cat room. The cats at Neko
Seattle are adoptable, but none have
officially been adopted yet.
“Our top priorities are the cats,”
James said.
All of Neko Seattle’s resident cats
test feline leukemia positive, which
means they have a weakened immune
system, shorter average life-span and
a higher risk of contracting cancer.
Because of their partnership with
Regional Animal Services of King
County, Neko Seattle is able to give
these cats a chance to play together,
interact with people.
“It is more difficult for cats that
are feline-leukemia-positive to get
adopted. We take in the cats from the
shelterand they live here until they get
adopted out,” said Jules, a “Pawtender”
at Neko Seattle (“Pawtender” is Neko
Seattle’s cat-related term for barista
and bartender).
Neko Seattle offers organic Japanese
teas and drip coffee at the bar and fun
drinks such as Maneki Neko Lucky
Cat Soda, a Japanese soda similar
to ginger ale. Customers can also
nibble on small treats, such as cat-
inspired donuts and senbei, which are
Japanese rice crackers. Neko Seattle
is also unique to other cat cafes, such
as Seattle Meowtropolitan, because
it offers a drink menu with sake,
beer and wine and Happy Cat Hour
from 3-6.
The staff works to create a
welcoming environment that is open
to all types of cat-lovers, as a spot for
Sunday morning coffee and for after-
work happy hour too.
Ifguests manage to secure a spot in
the cat room, entrycosts ten dollars.
For anyone familiar with Seattle
Meowtropolitan, the experience in
Neko Seattle’s cat room is similar,
but the ten dollar registration fee for
the Neko Seattle cat room does not
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After experiencing the cat cafe culture abroad in Japan and Vietnam, Caitlin Unsell was inspired to bringNeko to Seattle.
include a drink like it does with the
Meowtropolitan price. Neko Seattle,
however, also has Japanese theme that
Meowtropolitan does not.
Seattle U Sophomore Criminal
Justice and Psychology Major Jamie Vo
visited Neko Seattle cat cafe in its first
openingweeks, and has also previously
visited Seattle Meowtropolitan.
“In terms of pricing, I think Neko
Seattle is more expensive, so that’s
something to consider,” Vo said.
Every hour, there are ten spots
available in the cat room. Neko Seattle
asks customers to make a reservation
online to guarantee a spot, but it offers
walk-in and stand-by appointments if
there are openings.
As customers check in, they are
given a cat stamp on the hand by a
Pawtender, and then they can enter in
the cat room under the supervision of
the Cat Bouncer and start their hour
with the cats.
“They had this really adorable vibe
that I really enjoyed. There are also
little toys scattered around so you can
play with the cats, although they do
take some time to warm up to people,”
Vo said.
There are cats of different sizes and
personalities to pet and play with in
the cat room. The room is decorated
with pillows and is designed to create
a calm experience for the cats and
the customers. Relaxing music plays,
and the room is equipped with a
lavender oil diffuser and cat-calming
oil diffuser.
For those who mayhave a roommate
with a cat allergy (or an apartment
that needs to be kept pet-free) Neko
Seattle can be the perfect alternative
for a busy Seattleite looking to relax
with a cat-filled afternoon.
Jacqueline may be reached at
jlewis@su-spectator.com
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MOONLIGHT TEACH-IN SPARKS CONVERSATION
Sophia Wells
StaffWriter
The Office of Multicultural Affairs
(OMA) hosted a teach-in inspired
by the film “Moonlight”, at which
presenters discussed themes of
queerness and blackness. The event
was a part of the Black Lives Matter
initiative on the Seattle University
campus, featuring Candice Benbow as
keynote speaker.
Benbow is currently working on a
“Moonlight” syllabus, which is a large
collection of readings intendedto help
the audience explore the themes of the
work more thoroughly.
The event had four sessions with
three sections led by professors,
faculty or students. The event was held
on the Trans Day of Remembrance
and there was a trans collective art
piece on display in the Student Center
hearth and a ceremony during lunch.
Seattle U student Olivia Klutse, a
fourth year sociology major, led one
of the sections in which she looked
at how the film produces feelings
of empathy in the audience and the
impact this has on their expectations
ofblackness. Klutsesaid that sympathy
is very patronizing and would
simply add to the already played-out
stereotypical black characters that are
most Often in films. Empathy, on the
other hand, allows the audience to put
themselves into the characters’ place,
and it breaks down the expectations
that the audience has about blackness
and black characters. .
Klutse also discussed the role of
complex personhood, which says
that a person is shaped by multiple
different experiences and identities.
She noted that films tend to reduce
black characters by portraying them
only as victims or villains or by using
negative black stereotypes as the sole
identity ofthe characters. “Moonlight”
resists this by sharing the multiplicity
of experiences and identities that
define the main character Chiron. In
fact, the film does not explicitly depict
any graphic incidents of racism,
though the audience can still feel its
implications. Most films are only able
to focus on racism when portraying
black characters.
“They’re providing insight
into the personhood of the black
characters, rather than relying on
stereotypical black character tropes
and relationships,” Klutse said,
“It humanizes them and conveys
a more multi-dimensional sense
ofpersonhood.”
Klutse also presented on the
importance of “Moonlight’s”
portrayals of black relationships
where again complex personhood
comes into play, and relationships
are defined by multiple experiences.
Intimacy is a particularly prominent
theme within the relationships of the
film one that she said is not typically
seen in black relationships in films.
“Moonlight” again challenges the
audience’s expectations, showing non-
sexual intimacy between Chiron and
other black men at various points in
the film.
At the keynote address, Benbow
spoke on digital activism and
“Moonlight’s” role in changing it, with
her own social media activism and
social syllabi as examples.
Benbow spoke about the delicacy of
being a black female activist, saying
that they must take additional steps
simply to be visible and heard. She
noted, for example, the fear that black
activists have of being arrested when
engaging in activism that their white
counterparts may not have. This led
Benbow to explore alternate avenues
ofprotest, ultimately finding her space
in social media.
“It actually became my lifeline
in lots of ways when I
couldn’t be
on the front lines or I couldn’t be in
these particular traditional spaces,”
Benbow said.
Benbow said that social media
serves as a great tool of resistance
because it shares what news outlets
and leaders will not. This event, and
the publication of Beyonce’s film
“Lemonade”, made her think about
how social media and pop culture
can act as platforms for all kinds
of activism.
Most recently, Moonlight inspired
Benbow tounpackChiron’s experience
and the effect that the film has on
its audience,
“This powerful film has the ability to
evoke a feeling—this feeling of what it
means to long for and finally find
sanctuary—what it means to desire
love and space to be yourself and the
exhale offinally finding it,” she said.
Benbow recognized, however, that
she does not belong completely within
the community that the film depicts,
as she is not a queer man. Thus, she
brought in submissions from black
men sharing their own stories of how
Moonlight impacted them. Benbow
sees this work as activism, as it shares
stories of others’ reality.
In the final moments of the
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discussion, Benbow asked the
audience to find their own forms
of protest that speak to them and
their multiplicity of identities,
keeping with the multiplicity of
Moonlight’s characters.
“My favorite part about the movie
is that he doesn’t go through any
fantastic circumstances or anything,”
said second year pre-major Nahdia
Bell in response to the relatability
of the story and characters in the
film. “It’s not unrealistic to me and
I think that’s what makes it easier to
talk about.”
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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RESOURCES FOR YOUR NEXT MULTIMEDIA PROJECT
Frances Divinagracia
Gillian Monty
Volunteer Writers
Artists and creatives: are you seeking
to diversify your creative expression?
Areyou looking collaborate withother
artists and explore new mediums?
Getting feedback for a variety of
multimedia art projects can as simple
as taking a walk around Capitol Hill.
The Hugo House: “Works in Progress”
The Hugo House is a resource for
writers seeking to connect with the
larger literary community, or to share
and improve upon their work.
An event called“Works in Progress”,
hosted by the Hugo House, takes place
every first and third Monday of the
month. Works in Progress provides a
space for folks with varying literary
experiences to share their work and all
genres are
welcomed and encouraged.
Poetry, nonfiction inspired pieces,
fiction, prose and abstract ideas are
all supposed to be met with questions,
feedback and constructive dialogue.
“Ifyou’re writing novel, if you have
one half of a chapter, some sort of
thought, or if you have something
kind ofworth sharing, you just read it,
and it’s wonderful,” attendee Francesca
Robello said about Works in Progress.
In addition to Works in Progress,
the Hugo House offers classes and
programs that incorporate a variation
of writing styles and genres. The
classes cater to novelists and novice
writers alike, with the purpose of
advancing the student’s writing skills
despite their level of experience.
Ryan Owens, a desk assistant at the
Hugo House, explained that there are
up to 80 classes offered per quarter.
“There is a good consistent base of
students who take classes. There is
also a large group of people, probably
45 plus, who enjoy writing memoir,”
Owens said. “I wish I had known
about the Hugo House even before I
went to college.”
As a part of “The Writing Life”
series, the Hugo House offers a course
on submission strategies. The course is
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designed to accelerate the completion
of a literary work, offer services to
find opportunities to present it, and to
provide strategies for submission.
“Made at Hugo House” is another
resource for budding artists. The
fellowshipprogramprovides resources
and space for a select few Seattleites to
complete a literary project.
Owens mentioned that the Hugo
House willbe moving to a new location
on 11th ave., which is expected to
open during the summer of 2018.
The space will be ADA accessible and
will include a 150 seat auditorium to
accommodate the large audience that
Works in Progress entertains.
The new space will incorporate
salon rooms. The rooms will be
accessible for Hugo House students
and city-dwellers alike to socialize
and write. The Hugo House may be
a good space for published authors
and novices alike to cultivate and
express ideas.
VelocityDance Center: Sh*t Gold
The Velocity Dance Center is a social
hub for creatives of any medium that
offers space for experimentation and
public exhibition.
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Velocity Dance Center on 12th andpine.
Sh*t Gold, an hosted by Velocity
Dance Center every first and third
Monday of the month, is an open-
mic event. Velocity Dance Center
advertises Sh*t Gold as a space for
public experimentation for artists
who are unafraid to fail.
Sh*t Gold invites artists and non-
artists alike to debut a task, sketch or
idea. Every participant is allotted 5
minutesto present a creativeexpression
of their choosing. Expressions may
include, but is not limited to, poetry,
movement, music composition and
theatrical enactment. Multimedia
and interactive art productions are
also encouraged.
Henry Penasco, known as “H.P”,
described the typical itinerary of a
Sh*t Gold event.
“The typical performance lasts for
about five minutes, and then there is
an option to receive feedback from
the rest of the audience,” H.P said.
“Membersof the audience will tell you
what they thought of your work. It’s
supposed to be positive, in terms of
constructive feedback.”
Typically, the performers arrive
thirty minutes prior to sign up for the
event and are randomly selected by the
host. However, for this session of Sh*t
Gold, H.P decided to intentionally
curate the fusion of spoken word
performers, dancers and musicians—-
which were all impromptuperformers.
The thoughtful organization of
performances created a flow unique to
the Nov. 17 session of Sh*t Gold.
H.P. mentioned that the space could
be used to develop and exhibit the
progression of ideasand works as well.
Emma, one of the Sh*t Gold
attendees used the stage name “Am I”.
She performed what H.P referred to as
an “interesting character.” “Am I” had
debuted and developed this character
over the course of many Sh*t Gold
sessions and it was encompassed
through contemporary movement.
In addition to Sh*t Gold, Velocity
Dance Center offers studio rentals and
a creative residential program. Upon
acceptance to the program, Velocity
provides resources for movement-
based or multimedia artists.
Residents are given space grants as
well as performance opportunities,
exhibitions, and collaborative events
to promote the creative process of
selected individuals.
Student working on their project in the
Media Production Center.
Battle ofthe Bands
Student musicians and music
lovers may enjoy the annual Seattle
University Battle of the Bands event.
Every year during Homecoming
Week, Seattle Us Student Events and
Activities Council (SEAC) hosts the
Battle of the Bands, which provides a
chance for student artists, bands and
musicians to showcase their original
music. It is a that contributes friendly
competition to “dead week”, giving
students a chance to enjoylive musical
performances from their peers
on campus.
“This competition holds a wide
variety ofgenresand representsarange
of interests between artists,” Veronica
Garcia, a second-year marketing
student and this year’s Battle of the
Bands Chair, said. “Some just like to
perform and others really want their
music to be heard by others.”
Any artist or band can enter the
competition, as long as there is one
Seattle U student who participates in
the act. Artists are required to play
their own original music. During the
audition process, each artist, band or
musician is given 15 minutes to play
music that they feel best represents
their style.
“They are evaluated based on
originality, technical ability and stage
presence,” says Garcia. “We want to
see the passion and love the artists
have for what they do.”
Previously, the winning act for
Battle of the Bands won a spot
to perform at Quadstock, Seattle
University’s annual music festival held
in the spring quarter. This year, along
with the Quadstock performance, the
winning act will perform at The Vera
Project, an all-ages music and arts
venue catered toward Seattle youth.
“I am really excited about this prize
because it allows the artist to move
forward in their musical journey and
branch out to not only the student
body of [Seattle U] but also to the
community,” Garcia said. “They
have the chance to share their music
and start or continue to generate a
name for themselves within the local
music community.”
Garcia welcomes everyone to attend
Battle of the Bands to support their
peers showcasing their passion for
their music and to help choose the
winner of the competition.
“We would love to see all of our
music lovers there at the event to help
vote for their favorite artists of the
night,” says Garcia.
The final Battle of the Bands
competition will be held on Thursday,
Feb. 1,2018 in the Campion Ballroom.
Media Production Center
If you are interested in creating
videos", graphic design, sound editing,
or learning how to use a camera,
the Media Production Center may
be a suitable resource for your
creative projects.
The Media Production Center,
commonly known to the Seattle
Universitycommunity as the MPC, is
located on the first floor of the library
and offers a wide range of services
for students to work on various
multimedia projects.
The center has multiple iMac
computers loaded with the entire
Adobe Creative Cloud software
programs, such as Photoshop and
Illustrator and a few soundproof
rooms with recording microphones
for working in groups. Students can
sign up for lessons on how to use some
of the equipment, such as cameras,
tripods and microphones, and rent
them for the day or over the weekend.
Some projects that can be seen being
worked on in the MPC are students
creating films, editing photos and
making flyers and advertisements.
Jessica DeWitt, a third-year English
and Creative Writing major, works
at the Media Production Center as a
media production assistant and enjoys
interacting with all the students who
come in to work on their projects.
“My favorite part about working
in the MPC is seeing all the cool
projects people have come up with,”
DeWitt said.
She has even been able to use the
MPC’s services for her own projects,
especially when she was a club officer
for the Animation Appreciation Club.
“I have used the MPC to rent
equipment for video project
assignments from classes, [and] to get
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The green screen in the MPC studio, which is free for all students to use
with a reservation.
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access to Adobe editing software for
work projects, personal projects and
club projects,” DeWitt said.
Although the MPC can seem
intimidating with its multitude of
technology and software, students are
encouraged to walk in and inquire
about a wide range of projects.
“I wish SU community members
realized that the MPC [isn’t] just for
film and digital design students. It’s
open to all community members,”
Dewitt said. “Come and learn about
what we offer if you are a little
interested, because the resources here
can open up a world of creativity.”
Of the many creative projects
one might seek out for work or for
personal enjoyment, Seattle is a
well-equipped city for resources and
creative community.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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MUSICAL MISERY: NOVEMBER ALBUM RELEASES
Anna Kaplan
News Editor
After a year like 2017, some have
turned to music as the last dependable
crutch to rely on after hearing about
this years many tragedies and
letdowns. And while there’s been
a more amazing music released in
2017 than minutes in a year, this
year has also been full of its own
musical disappointments.
Most of these musical
disappointments were released this
past month. As if the reminder of
what went down last November wasn’t
enough, three artists in particular
decided to make this month more
grueling. And of course, I’m talking
about Taylor Swift, Maroon 5 and
Walk the Moon.
Honestly, I’m a littlereluctant to talk
about how horrible the new Walk the
Moon album is. I genuinely enjoyed
Walk the Moon for quite a bit. Their
true first release, i want i want!, was
such a striking assortment of demos
that it paved the way for a more
refined polish of the tracks that were
later re-released as their self-titled
debutrecord.
However, any sense of Walk the
Moon’s garage rock recordings are
far, far gone. After taking some time
off, the band said that they had to
sort through some “personal issues”
between members before recording
again, and it really shows on What
IfNothing.
As if the first song being called
“Press Restart” wasn’t inclination
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enough to know they were. having
some problems, the jumbled mess of
13 tracks is auto-tuned to oblivion,
far beyond anything the love child of
Future and T-Pain could ever concoct.
It’s almost as if Walk the Moon
took every element from their hit
“Shut Up and Dance,” and forcefully
implemented it into every song on this
record. They terribly recycle a similar
riff on every track, and wedge in one-
liners like the wrong puzzle piece in a
riddle that no one wants to solve.
There’s a lot of these same themes
in Maroon 5’s record, Red Pill Blues.
The title alone showcases their total
disinterest in doing anything ground-
breaking, as they claimed to have no
recollection of the “red pill” image
from “The Matrix” being linked back
to alt-right extremists and Nazis.
Maroon 5 is likely a pretty solid
representation of what Walk the
Moon will become, as Maroon 5 has
turned into AdamLevine’s hit-making
machine. On Red Pill Blues, they use
a bunch of weird xylophone beats
that sound like a mix between One
Republic and The 1975,to backhooks
sung in Levine’s falsetto in a way
that will woo the hearts of all people
over 40.
Then, they paid millions for features
from popular artists to trick people
into thinking it would be a merely
tolerable listen. Theygot SZA, they got
Future, hell they even got Kendrick
Lamar. But even these feature artists
couldn’t fix Maroon 5’s elementary
song-crafting and general being
out-of-touch.
This all leads up to Taylor Swift.
Swift has been a long-standing
reigning serpentess of pop, whether
people want to admit it or not. That’s
why it was groundbreaking when she
cleared her socials, when she posted
all the snake images and when she
surprise-dropped her lead single,
“Look What You Made Me Do,” even
though she was not the first to come
up with any
of those ideas.
Naturally, the whole world was
paying attention when Reputation
dropped, and everyone was there to
see Swift’s travestyof a record.
For the first time, Swift seems to
have abandoned her classic “relatable”
persona. No longer is she the teenage
girl next door; on Reputation, Swift
has turned into a vengeful serpent
lashing out at all those who have
wronged her. And since most 25
year olds don’t have billions of eyes
on them, their friendships or their
relationships, Reputation leaves Swift
sounding resentful, bitter and mean.
On top of explicitly, repeatedly
stating that she has a Reputation and
that no one really knows her, she
continuously complains about not
being married and/or wanting to be
married (see the aptly-titled “End
Game”), but again, restates that no one
will really know the real her besides
maybe her cats (“...Ready for It?”)
As if the content wasn’t enough,
Swift enlisted the help of EDM
producers to help craft ear-shattering
synths and loaded drops on her songs
to blow anything you might have
expected from her away. Besides, she
has a Reputation, but she is definitely
not who you think she is anymore.
On all three of these records, these
artists seem desperate to produce
hits, grasping hold on anything that
got them to No. 1 and frantically
searching for the next thing to get
them there again. This scramble
results in a doomed last-ditch effort
to remain relevant as they hopelessly
watch their success die a swift death.
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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MEN’S BASKETBALL PARTICIPATES IN 2K SPORTS CLASSIC
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
The season is unfolding for the Seattle
University Mens Basketball team,and
over the past week they played some
unlikely opponents.
Seattle U was one of the colleges se-
lected to play in this year’s 2K Sports
Classic, a fundraiser for the Wounded
Warrior Project which provides bene-
fits for veterans who have been physi-
cally injured or have been subjected to
mental or physical trauma as a result
of their military service.
With a record of 1-1, the men’s team
hit the road on Nov. 15 to take on
Washington State University in Pull-
man, Wash. The first points of the
game were scoredby Seattle U’s Aaron
Menzies in a layup. The score bounced
back and forth in the first period, end-
ing with the Redhawks ahead with a
score of 31-26. Things continued to
look up until about five minutes into
the second period, when Washington
took the lead for the rest of the game,
defeating Seattle U with a final score
of 75-59.
On Nov. 18, the team headed down
south to Nashville, Tenn. to take on
Detroit Mercy. The Redhawks, how-
ever, had no mercy as they pulled a
rare college ball feat and broke the
100-point mark. Fans got to experi-
ence a taste of the zest that propelled
the Redhawks to a new record on
Sunday, Nov. 12 in their game against
Puget Sound, in which the Hawks
scored 121 points and set a new re-
cord. They did not quite hit this num-
ber against Detroit, but the team fin-
ished with a solid win, 102-71. The
game’s high scorers include Matej Ka-
vas and Menzies.
The Redhawks were not able tokeep
that same momentum in their next
game in Nashville, and lost to Belmont
90-77. After this loss, the team headed
back to Seattle to take on the Universi-
tyof Washington Huskies. In an excit-
ing and tense game on Friday, Nov. 24,
Seattle U came close to defeating the
Huskies at the Alaska Airlines Arena.
Two successful free throws brought
the Redhawks to within three points
of the Huskies, with seven seconds
remaining in the game. In an attempt
to stop the clock and keep the game
going, Seattle U fouled, resulting in
two free shots that were sunk by the
Huskies. The last few seconds drained
from the clock, leaving the final score
at 89-84 in favor of the Huskies. Both
teams fought hard and nobody went
home too disappointed.
With the 2K Sports Classic finished,
the Redhawks forged ahead to take on
Idaho State at Key Arena on Monday.
The game got off to a rough start, and
the team and fans’ energy was pretty
low. The most enthusiastic members
of the crowd were the possibly drunk
alumni, who seemed to be getting a
kick out of heckling Idaho State when
they would shoot free throws with
phrases like, “You cite Wikipedia!”,
“You’re the last guy on MySpace!”, and
random outbursts involving Shrek
and bird noises resonating through
the arena. The first half ended with
Idaho State leading 37-28.
The pep talk during half time must
have been good because the Redhawks
came in hot. Seattle U began to slowly
but surely creep up on the Bengals,
finally tying the game up after Men-
zies sunk two free throws. The teams
dueled it out for the remainder of the
game, but the Redhawks did not fold,
and the night ended with a win, 73-67.
After the game, head coach Jim Hay-
ford commented on the victory.
“The game was no Mona Lisa, but it
was still a work of art,” Hayford said.
“I thought that our guys really looked
inside of themselves and fought for
character and wanted to fight for
the win.”
Redhawks guard Mattia Da Campo,
who the head coach praised as being
a contributing factor to the team’s win
in the second half, talked about what
changed in the second half and the
team dynamic. “We stayed together,
there was better communication and
energy from the bench,” Da Campo
said. “Each player knows his role on
the team.”
Hayford hopes not only to forge
ahead and get more wins, but to cre-
ate a family out of the team. “What I’m
trying to set out to do as a coach first
and foremost every season is to first
build a brotherhood where the guys
want to playhard and win for one an-
other,” he said.
The Redhawks’ record is now 3-4,
and their next game is Thursday Nov.
J. DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
SU guard Jordan Hill, No. 2, shoots over Idaho state defender.
30 at the Connolly Complex against
Kennesaw State.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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VOLLEYBALL FALLS IN GAME ONE OF WAC TOURNAMENT
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
Seattle University’s Women’s
Volleyball team traveled to Edinburg
Texas, where the West Athletic
Conference (WAC) was being held.
The Redhawks tournament
journey came to a fast end as they
were eliminated in the first round
of play. They lost to California State
University Bakersfield 3-0, finishing
their season with an overall record of
11-17.
“We went in with a lot of high
expectations, we had some good
performances from some young
players, but overall we did play at the
potential that we were hoping to be
able to do,” head coach James Finley
said. “Bakersfield had played a great
match, and they ended up winning
the whole tournament so they did a
really nice job.”
To kick the WAC tournament off,
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL WINS THREE OF FOUR GAMES
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle University Women’s
basketball team had a successful
run, both on the road and at home,
winning three of their last four games.
They started on the road on Nov. 17
at Santa Barbara where they overcame
a 21 point first half deficit to beat the
Gauchos 77-71.
“Once they started shooting the ball,
well, it was contagious. I just think
our energy allowed us to overcome
that deficit,” coach Suzy Barcomb
said. “We made some really key plays
defensively down the end too and we
got some key rebounds so it was a
total effort.”
Sophomore Guard Kamira Sanders
led with 21 points on 8-10 shooting,
scoring 13 of her points in the fourth
quarter. Wing Alexis Montgomery
followed with 20 points and 12 boards,
her first double-double of the season.
The Redhawks then continued their
success at Pepperdine, where they
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a banquet was held to announce
All-Conference teams. Junior Shae
Harris added 2017 Western Athletic
Conference Volleyball Setter of
the Year to her resume. Katarina
Marinkovic was named to the 2017
All-WAC First Team. Harris racked
up another award as she was selected
for Second Team All-WAC. Anna
Palmer and Tijana Milojevic were
named to the All-FreshmanTeam.
Maja Stojanovic and Marinkovic led
the way for Seattle U as they recorded
several kills apiece. Behind them was
freshman Palmer, who tallied up five
kills. Setter Harris recorded 22 assists,
while teammate Milojevic had 19 digs
for the Redhawks.
“Our season this year was really
good, but I felt like when we got to
the WAC tournament, we played
without heart. And I thinkthat’s what
the most disappointing thing was.”
Harris said. “The culture of our team
this year was really awesome...We
edged out a 65-62 victory. The scoring
was tight throughout, but Jacinta
Beckley’s free throw with six seconds
remaining clinched it.
“That’s all about grinding out a
win,” Barcomb said. “We hadn’t
played particularly well, but we just
played well enough to sneak out a win
down there. We had three people in
double digits, but we had two people
with nine so there was very balanced
scoring. I think when you have that
balanced scoring, it’s hard to figure
out who you’re supposed to stop.”
Seattle U returned home Nov. 22
to face the Portland State Vikings,
where they won 91-77. The Redhawks
set new 2017-2018 season highs for
three-pointers and points in a game,
with 12 and 91, respectively.
“[Portland State] shot it quick, they
want to get up and down the floor.
They get to the free throw line way too
many times, so we justhave to be able
to defend the drive,” Barcomb said.
Unfortunately, the Redhawks’
winning streak was snapped Sunday,
really improved as a group, and as a
unit. Throughout conference, we had
our ups and downs, but overall, we
did really well as a group and it was
really fun season. It was just really
disappointing to get to the WAC
Tournament and to get knocked out
in the first round.”
In the first and last game of the
WAC volleyball tournament, the
Redhawks were hitting .078. Seattle U
also recorded 29 kills with 21 errors
out of 103 attempts. While on the
other side of the net, Bakersfield was
hitting .165. The Runners finished
more opportunities as they recorded
35 kills with 16 errors out of 106
attempts.
“For the season this year, there were
a lot of exciting things. We are really
young, it, was really fun to watch
this group grow, they worked really
hard. The culture of our team really
made some great strides forward,”
Finley said. “The main thing that we
when they lost to U.C. Davis at the
Connolly Complex.
“Coming into it, we know that
[U.C. Davis] is a 5-0 team. They’re
undefeated, so watching their film,
they run they exact same offensive
sets as us so it was kind of weird—-
basically defending ourselves,” said
Beckley. “But they’ve been running it
a lot longer so they executed it really
well.”
The first half ended with U.C. Davis
ahead 37-22. The Redhawks struggled
against the Aggies, as U.C. Davis
closed out the match to claim their
sixth win ofthe season. The final score
was 79-53.
With their next game on Thursday
in California, the Redhawks hope to
improve on their ability to lock down
defensively one-on-one and their
ability to execute offensively.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
need is consistency, and being able to
play with a little more passion. So, I
think those two things will come as
our team grows
and it’s not so much
freshman anymore.”
The WAC Volleyball Tournament
concluded with Cal State Bakersfield
taking home the WAC title.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
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SU guard Kamira Sanders, No. 15,
drives thorugh UC Davis’Karley Eaton,
No. 3, and Nina Bessolo, No. 5.
MEN’S SOCCER SEASON ENDS IN SECOND ROUND OF NCAA TOURNAMENT
Michelle Newblom
Sports Editor
Following an emotional win against
the No. 26 University of Washington
in the first round of the NCAA
tournament,No. 22 Seattle University
Men’s Soccer team ended their season
with a 3-0 loss to No. 5 Akron.
The team concluded their successful
run with a 15-4-4 record, the WAC
Championship title, and an overtime
win against rival school UW that
took them to the second round of
the NCAA tournament. NCAA play
began on Nov. 16 as Seattle U traveled
to Husky Stadium to face UW (12-7-
1). It could hardly be called an away
game, as the stands were filled with
red and black.
“That was the game that we did for
our school. They beat us at home, that
was a chance for us toperform and we
did,” freshman IvoryRandle IV said.
“People stepped up into really big
roles and the people who stepped up
needed to step up. It showed that we
had improved in the season.”
A goal in the 24th minute gave the
Huskies an early lead, but Seattle U
counteredbefore the end ofthe half. A
through ball to Habib Barry allowed
the Redhawks to even up the score in
the 38th minute.
Both teams worked to give
themselves the lead, but it was Seattle
who would find the back of the net
first. Senior Medo Youssef came off
the bench early in the second half,
and was able to find junior Sergio
Rivas running up the right side. Rivas
executed a shot outside ofthe box and
put the Redhawks up 2-1.
Things seemed to be coming
together for Seattle, but the Huskies
managed to even the match in the
80th minute, ultimately sending the
game into overtime. Near the end
of the first overtime period, Senior
captain Alex Roldan was left with
space in the middle of the field, and
used it to find freshman Gabriel Ruiz
on the left side. Ruiz curled a beautiful
shot into the top right side of the net
from 15 yards out, ending the game
and causing the fans to rush the field.
Head coach Pete Fewing couldn’t
have been more pleased with the
team’s efforts throughout the
season. “Beating Washington was
another notch in our belt,” he said.
Seattle hosted Washington earlier
in the season, but didn’t come out as
satisfied. The Huskies snapped the
Redhawks’ 21-game home winning
streak, which had been the longest in
Division I men’s soccer at the time.
The turnaround was quick, as
Seattle U was set to play Akron
(18-3-1) on Sunday, the 22. Akron
maintained control of the first half
and put away an early goal in the sixth
minute. The Redhawks went into half
just down the one goal, and would
play with the wind to their advantage
in the second half.
“It was very windy so we were
pinned in our endbetween theirreally
good defending—you’ve got to give
them theircredit,” Fewing said. “With
the wind, we couldn’t really get it out
of the back, so I wasn’t disappointed
to be down 1-0 at halftime, because
we were down 1-0 against UW
and came back.”
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Nathan Aune goes in for a header.
Seattle U came out stronger in the
second half and were able to create
several opportunities. Roldan and
senior Nick Prasad both had shots on
frame, but neither could convert.
“Second half, we played much
better, we created some chances, but
then again they were very talented,”
Fewing said. “We changed, we went
to three defenders instead of four
because' we needed a goal, and they
punished us. They had two goals
late, and my hats off to them.” Akron
scored in the 73rd minute and added
another in the 88th minute To close
the game out 3-0.
Since 2013, Seattle U has had three
NCAA tournament appearances, and
has won a singlegame each time. Over
the last five years, there have only
been three teams in men’s Division
I soccer that have had at least an 11-
win season. Seattle is one of them,
alongside Akron and Clemson.
“The program has been growing
and we’ve really felt the support of
the school and the support of the
athletics department and the soccer
community this year,” Fewing said.
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“It just feels a little different than
past years. And we’ve been Division
I for a while now, but I think we
are as legitimate Division I as we’ve
ever been.”
“This season has set us up for so
much success in the future and it’s a
building block that next season will
work on,” Randle IV said, “and we’ve
set a standard this year that every
single yearafter this has tomeet.”
The tournament is down to the
quarter-finals. On Dec. 1, Akron will
take on No. 4 Louisville and No. 7
Michigan St. will face No. 2 Indiana.
The following day, No. 1 Wake Forest
will challenge 2016 champion and
No. 9 Stanford, while Fordham—who
has caused two upsets to make it this
far—will play No. 3 North Carolina.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WAS DUNKED ON BY LAVAR BALL
The Spectatoreditorial boardconsists ofNick Turner, Chris Salsbury, ShelbyBarnes, AnnaKaplan, JoshMerchant,Michelle Newblom, Haley Witt, EmilyMozzone, Sam Schultheis and Cam
Peters. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator orofSeattle University.
The worlds ofsports and politics collided in the past week when President Donald Trump decided to begin a twitter feud with the exuberant founder of
Big Bailer Brand, LaVar Ball.
The situation began on November 7, when three UCLA basketball players were arrested in China for shoplifting a pair ofglasses from a Louis Vuitton store.
One of the three athletes happened to be LaVar’s son, LiAngelo Ball. He and the other two players were eventually released on bail and allowed to travel home
after President Trump claimed to have spoken with Chinese President Xi Jingpingabout freeing the three.
“Do you think the three UCLA Basketball Players will say thank you President Trump? They were headed for 10 years in jail!” Trump tweeted just before
the three young men arrived home and were set tohold a press conference. All three of the UCLA players did thankTrump in their press conference and it
has since been reported that they were not in fact headed for ten years in prison and that they would have served at the very maximum two years. President
Trump unashamedly seeking praise and exaggerating the severity ofthe charges in order to strokehis own ego is anything but shocking andwhile embarrassing
in itselfthis whole situation easilycould have ended there.
That is ifitwere not forLaVar Ball. LaVar has become the master ofkeeping his name in the headlines and promoting his company, though he is used to doing
so bybaiting sports personalities like Stephen A. Smith, not the leaderofthe free world. Somehow this time it was even easier for LaVar. He didn’t have to say
he could personallybeat Michael Jordan one on one, or that his son Lonzo is alreadybetter than two time NBA MVP Stephen Curry (both actual claims he has
made). He simplyresponded to a reporter’s question about whetherhe was grateful for the President’s role in helping get his son home. LaVar responded with
one word: “Who?” This single word was enough to set the President off who proceeded to tweet “Now that the three basketball players are out of China and
saved fromyears in jail, LaVar Ball, the father ofLiAngelo, is unaccepting of what I did for his son and that shoplifting is no big deal. I should have left them
in jail!” LaVar said one word and the President felt the need to tweet aboutLaVar personally as well as insinuate that he regrets helping free the three UCLA
basketball players. President Trump, not feeling he received enough credit actually said that he would rather have left American citizens stranded overseas.
LaVar got exactlywhat he wanted after this tweet when he got a full interview on CNN in which he defended his son and promoted Big Bailer Brand. LaVar
endedhis interview with a message for the president, “Tell Donald Trump to have a great Thanksgiving, cause Big Bailer is.”
LaVar was not wrong, Big Bailer Brand did have a greatThanksgiving. Apex Marketing Group estimates that the Big Bailer Brand has received $13.2 million
in free advertising due to Donald Trump and LaVar’s feud. Along with all the exposure Big Bailer Brand began shipping their first sneaker line the day after
Thanksgiving, LaVar even offered to send a pair to the President “so he can calm down a littlebit. For a man who has incessantly bragged about his business
savvy Trump has fallen right into LaVar’s marketing web and given him the attention and publicity he sought.
During the election many Americans clamored to see a successful businessman in the White House, if this is bar set, could America soon be ready for a
Big Bailer presidency?
—Alec Downing, VolunteerWriter
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ASK MAMA
MOZZONE
by Emily Mozzone
Q* What is loistening?
A Google
comes up empty, my friend. I’m gonna go with
• “moist listening,” or maybe “lotioned moistening.”
*
Good luck.
QMyfriend secretly betrayed
me recently. How can I
*
cope?
A
True friends understand that loyalty is the biggest
• priortity. If they had an issue with you, they,should
•
have brought it up directly. I’m sorry they felt the need
to go behind your back, that was very immature! I’d do some
self-reflection, take some time to make sure you’re friends with
the people who enhance your life as opposed to tear it apart.
I’ve been thinking about breaking up with my bf... he s
• busy a lot so we don’t see each other, he said it’s hard
to change his schedule. Ifeel bad, but I want to break
A up... idk what else to do.
* It sounds like you’ve already expressed your feelings
to your boyfriend, and he still hasn’t put in the effort
to see you more. It’s one thing if he can’t change his schedule,
it’s another if he doesn’t see you outside of working. Unless
he’s working over full time, he can find time to see you on a
weekend or after work. If he can’t adapt his life in that small
way to come and see you, maybe you’re better off apart.
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Have fun in
Sam and Josh!
We will miss you,
Bon voyage!
Love.
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